
Aloha..... 
This issue is part one of a two-part tab taken

from the Jules Ah See version of “Sand” :-

Andy Iona Long

Andy, (The composer of Sand),  was very active dur-
ing the 1930's, leading one of Hawaii's most popular
bands. Andy Iona was one of Hawaii's most influential
musicians, and his music was a perfect mix of tradi-
tional Hawaiian, Hapa Haole and Pop Standards of
the day. 
Various configurations of 'The Islanders' included:
Sam Koki, Danny Stewart, Splash (or Freckles) Lyons,
Allen Kila, Gary Speare, George Archer, Harry Baty,
and Joe Nawahi. 
In addition to recording hundreds of tunes, he also
appeared in some Hollywood films including I Cover
Chinatown (1936 -he played the leader with 'His
Recording Hawaiians'), Honolulu, (1939 -again play-
ing the part of a Hawaiian bandleader). Andy may also
be the uncredited Composer of the song "Sweeter All
the Time" heard in the 1936 film Racing Lady. The
composer of that tune is shown as 'Andy Iona Long'.
For the 1943 film Rhythm of the Islands, he was an
uncredited lyricist for some songs. (The film starred
Betty Grable.) During his career, Andy also recorded
with the Sol Hoopii Trio, as well as working in some 

shows with Cliff "Ukulele Ike" Edwards. On March 24,
1937, he recorded with Louis Armstrong. Andy is a
member of the Royal Hawaiian Steel Guitar Hall Of
Fame And Museum.

The most difficult part of the tab. is the transition from
the C11th chord to the C9th..at bars 4 and 16. Play
strings 8 though to 2 with a sweep of the thumb, then
whilst sustaining the chord, pick string 1 with finger 2,
then string 3 with the thumb pick, then string 1 with fin-
ger 2 and  then slide the steel back one string to allow
the first string to sound open..but you don’t pick it ..it’s
a “Pull Off” the reverse of a “Hammer On”
Picture 1 shows the left hand position for the C11th,

and Picture 2 shows the left hand position for the
C9th..The accentuated triplets at bars 14 and 30 are
played as STACCATO...
For those of you playing single neck guitars, I’ve
added an optional fill in for bars 31-32..On a twin neck,
play the “B” note on the other neck as an open string,
whilst sustaining the rest of the notes on the B11
neck..The concluding part is in the next issue...  
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This tune along with a backing track  is available
on a CD of ALL the tunes tabbed to date.
To remind you, they are :-
1. Blue Hawaii Waltz
2. Carefree.
3.Sleepy Lagoon
4.San Antonio Rose
5. Sweet Leilani
6. Pearly Shells
7. The Moon of Manakoora
8. Blue Hawaii

9. To Andy Iona (Courtesy of Bruce Clarke)
10. Sand
Part two of sand will also contain the Guitar chord
sheet..
The ten tunes and their relevant backing tracks,
can be obtained by calling us at the usual num-
ber
(See inside front cover for contact details).
The cost includes a small donation to Cumquat
Records.
£10.00 incl P&P (UK only)13

SAND Pt.II

Tuning High to low
E - C# - A - F# - D# - B - F# - B



Sand
by Andy Iona Long and Billy Abrams

Source: Recorded by Jules AhSee on the “Treasury” CD 
available from www.cumquatrecords.com.au

Sand 
Touching the shore of a heart in love 
You drifting away at the start of love 

Blue 
When I remember the evening 
We spent near a moonlit sea 

Sand 
I run my hand thru the sand and smile 
And we're in that same magic land awhile 
Then I watch that heavenly moment 
Ride off with the changing tide 

Love 
Slipping away when it seemed so near 

Gone out in the gray but my heart is here 
Sand 

Touching the shore of dream we've known 
And leaving me all by my own alone 
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Aloha..... this month, the Tab. is for the second part of
“Sand” From the middle section to the end.
It is easier to play sand with three finger picks but
quite possible with two, using the thumb to play two
strings in a sweep, whenever four simultaneous notes
are required.
The trickiest section on this part is from bar 43 to 44,
the C9 chord and the glissando (Slide) up to the A9th
chord. Picture 1 shows the position for the C9 chord,
it’s played at the first fret with a sweep (Rake) of the
thumb, whilst picking the first string open. Note the
position of the steel bar with the tip ending at the sec-
ond string leaving the first string to sound “Open”.
After playing the C9th you slide up to the tenth fret and
whilst sliding up, pull back the steel bar to only cover
the strings from the third string down i.e. 3,4,5,6,7,8,
as in picture 2.

Be aware of the staccato triplets at bars 13 and 30 ,
and the staccato quavers at bar 52, these can be
played by one of  three methods. Jules used “Pick
Blocking” but Palm Blocking or just lifting the steel bar
and damping the strings with the left hand fingers are
both effective ways to achieve the effect.
A word on pick blocking might be of some help..The
trick is to not pluck the strings too hard so that the 
finger-picks only move the minimal amount and then
immediately are replaced just lightly gripping the
strings you’ve just plucked. To execute this without
making any pick noise, IS difficult, but “Practice
makes Perfect” so they say..
Remember the 45 degree angle between the thumb,
first and second fingers. If this angle is maintained,
pick blocking is MUCH easier, (As is FAST picking)

Picture three shows the steel bar  position for the end
chord. At this point I should explain that Jules record-
ed his version on a “Twin Eight” with the B11 and a
modified C6th tunings.

The C6th he normally used was:- E - C -A - G - E - C
- G - C. BUT, he altered it on different records as is
usual with “Non Pedal” recordings. On this recording,
he raised the third string A to “B”, and the second
string C to a “D” so it really was a C-maj9 tuning.

E-C#-A-F#-D#-B-A-B is the B11th tuning used by
Jules on “Sand”  the string gauges I recommend,are
.015 -.017  -.020 - 022,(PLAIN)-.030 -.036 -.044 -.070.
There are many Hawaiian “Standards” that work well
in this tuning and I’ll Tab them later this year.

Accompaniment
The chords of Sand are only an “Approximation” and
I’m sure that someone will come up with others, all I
can say is that whatever the sheet music or ANY
OTHER arrangement lists as the chords is NOT rele-
vant when talking about this version.. These ARE the
chords used on the Jules Ah See Version, FWIW,
IMHO, as definitive as you can get, other than those
used by Andy Iona on his recording, but, again not the
sheet music version. (whoever wrote them must have
had the Beethoven Syndrome)
‘Phone me if you have any problems or questions.
0121-682-2315 or 0781-687-2166
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SAND Pt.II

This is where I get to answer the question from Mike Dexter about the E13 or E6th tunings..

What he asked was :-  “ I want to learn one tuning (If there is such a thing! ) and to learn it well. Interests are
Hawaiian and Western Swing styles. Why do you favour E6th over the C6th? 
If you favour the E6th would the E9th or E13th fit the overhaul sound I'm after?---or are they to County
sounding? I do not want to sound country. The recordings you have done---are they based on E6th ?
(or similar).”

Well Firstly I would recommend the E6 or E13 because :-
1. Most of the Western Swing and Definitive “Hapa Haole” tunes/songs were done using this tuning, so to
emulate the sound would require very little working out.! 

2. If you play regular guitar, the the fret positions are not hard to learn because they relate to what you alredy
know. ie. 3rd fret = G or C etc.

3. The C6 tuning does not relate to normal song keys or guitar fret positions, it’s more an instrumentalists
tuning. the keys of Bb and Eb (to a degree) are NOT easy to play in in this tuning. 

4. The A6 tuning has the same drawbacks as the C6 regarding fret positions, the awkward keys for this tun-
ing are F and G, both of which are common vocal keys.

5. Because 8 string guitars are used more prevelantly than 6, the E13 has a distinct advantage because of
the low root note possibilities. E - C# - B - G# - E - D (or C#) - B - E  this situation with the root note on the
bottom does not transfer to the other tunings so easily. 
C6,  E - C - A - G - E - C  -  A(or Bb) - G (or E) The Fifth or Third as bottom notes are not as useable. Or in
the case of A6, E - C# - A - F# - E - C# - A - F# (or E) Leaving the Sixth or Fifth as bottom notes..

6. Anything that’s been done in the C#m7 tuning by Sol or others, can be played in the E13 just by ignoring
the third and sixth strings (B and the lower C# or D)

7. Because by far the vast majority of songs finish on the root and / or, are based around it, the average lis-
tener EXPECTS the final chord of a tune or a section within it, to have the tonic as its top note. Whilst the
use of a different inversion catches the listeners attention, and is part of an instrumentalist’s “bag of Tricks”,
this only goes to prove the “Rule”. of conditioning.

8. The reason different tunings evolved was to make more chords and harmonic possibilities available..
The A tuning and later the High Bass, had the fifth as the top note, the E7 had the root, then the C6 with the
third on top. The development of the multi-necked guitar was directly because of the desire to have the three
types of inversions available, and the standard initially was , A6 C6 and E13, on the three necks. The “Bread
and Butter” tuning being the E13, with the A6 and C6 providing the other chordal possibilities, Retune the A6
to B11 and the C6 to D9 just by changing one note on each tuning. This of course led to the development of
the Pedal guitar and the rest is history, BUT, the E13th was and still is, the most comprehensive of the vari-
ants. One other comment I have, when Mike asks about the E9th tuning, this presents a problem because
the common 10 string country pedal steel tuning called the E9th is NOT an E9th tuning. Neither for that mat-
ter is the C6th a C6th tuning, related, YES, but neither are the chord they proport to be. Basil  
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SAND Acc Gt.

Rhythm
Guitar

The Db9 is probably a Gaug7,b9b5  (which is the chord Pat plays) Db9b5 is also close as the Bass plays a
Db note..Either way sounds OK as to which is right I’ll Leave that to Bruce Clarke or Professor Mike Ihde.!!
The tempo is 83 which is about the same as most “Slow Foxtrots” 
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